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Why engage with a Business School?
The expertise held within the UK’s Business Schools is shared
via a MKTP collaboration to help businesses draft and execute
practical plans to radically improve their business processes,
boost productivity and increase profitability.
Enabling SMEs and larger companies to activate proven
productivity and growth initiatives - such as benchmarking,
application of digital tools, and advanced people skills - the
MKTP delivers new capability as part of a comprehensive
leadership and management strategy.
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Cost/Criteria
*MKTPs (like KTPs) are delivered by the Knowledge Transfer Network and fund
through UK Research and Innovation by Innovate UK.

• 	Innovate UK contributes either 50% (large)
or 67% (SME) of the total project cost
depending upon the size of the company.
• 	The company partner contributes the
remaining project cost.
• 	MKTP projects last between 12 months to
three years.
• 	Company partners must be registered
within the UK.
• 	Associates are employed by the University
but based on a day-to-day basis at the
company and as such companies must be
able to host the associate.
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More information at www.ktp-uk.org

